GREECE
”We are all Greeks. Our laws,
our literature, our religion,
our arts have their roots in
Greece.”
~ Percy Shelley

Greece offers sunshine, whitewashed houses with bright-blue shutters, delicious food, and a
relaxed lifestyle. As the cradle of Western civilization, it has some of the world’s greatest
ancient monuments. The ancient Greeks – who reached their Golden Age apex in Athens in the
fifth century BC – have had an unmatched impact on European and American culture:
democracy and mathematics, medicine and literature, theater and astronomy, mythology and
philosophy. All of these, and more, were first thought up by a bunch of tunic-clad Greeks in a
village huddled at the base of the Acropolis.

Athens and the Greek Islands
Today the capital of Athens is the teeming home of 3.75 million people, about one-third of the
country’s population. Athens is a fascinating mix of ancient ruins and an old center with
modern upgrades – world-class museums, fun pedestrian zones ringing the Acropolis, fine
public transport, and a state-of-the-art airport. By day, tour the Acropolis, the Agora, and the
history-packed museums. Light a candle alongside black-clad widows at an icon-filled church.
Haggle with a sandal maker at a busy market stall, or have coffee with locals in an old town
café. At night, join the pan-European party of eating, drinking, and dancing in open-air
tavernas. Athens is a great city to see, and worth a few days to explore.
Then take a vacation from your busy vacation and board a ferry from Athens to any of the many
picturesque Greek islands. Cruise the Aegean Sea, rent a villa, and make the island your home
for a week. Explore a tight, twisty maze of whitewashed cubic houses with vibrant trim. Dig
your toes into the sand while basking under a beach umbrella. Go for a dip in the crystal-clear,
warm Aegean Sea. Sip an iced coffee along a bustling harbor-front, watching fishermen clean
their catch. Hike well-worn paths to ancient sites. Indulge in fresh seafood at a rustic seaside
taverna while watching the sun gradually descend into the sea.

Culture
Greek people warmly welcome visitors to their country. They strive to demonstrate filotimo
(love of honor), roughly translated as being open and friendly and doing the right thing. You’ll
find two Greeces: traditional/rural and modern/urban. In the countryside, you’ll see men on
donkeys, women wearing headscarves, and families harvesting olives by hand. In bigger cities,
it’s a concrete world of honking horns and buzzing mobile phones. As the rural exodus
continues, cities are now home to a majority of Greeks. Despite modern changes, many Greek
men and women play traditional roles. Women generally run the home; fewer women join the
workforce than in other European countries. Men like to hang out at coffee shops, playing
backgammon, watching sports on TV, and arguing over politics.

The Greek Orthodox Church – a rallying point for Greeks during centuries of foreign occupation
– remains part of everyday life. Ninety-five percent of all Greeks declare themselves Orthodox,
even if they rarely go to church. Orthodox elements appear everywhere. Icon shrines dot the
highways. Black robes, cake-shaped hats, and families in tow mingle with parishioners on street
corners. Greeks routinely pop into churches to light a candle, asking for favors.
Greeks are family-oriented, with large extended families. Kids live at home until they’re
married, and then they might just move into a flat upstairs in the same apartment building. The
“family” extends to the large diaspora of emigrants. Three million Greek-Americans keep ties
to the home country through their Orthodox faith and their festive celebratory traditions. On
warm summer nights, families spill into the street to greet their neighbors on the evening stroll.
For entertainment, they go out to eat, where they order large amounts and share it familystyle: fava bean dip, tzatziki dip (yogurt and cucumber), grilled peppers stuffed with feta
cheese, Greek salad, fresh fish, and ouzo (anise-flavored liquor). And when the music plays, it’s
time to dance.
Culturally rich, Greece has given the world the Olympic Games, tall tales of Gods (Zeus, Apollo,
Aphrodite), and exciting heroes (Achilles, Odysseus, Hercules). From Socrates to Onassis,
Greece has a classical past and a proud present. It’s easy to surrender to the Greek way of
living. With its long history, incomparable sights, and simple lifestyle, Greece has a timeless
appeal.

Greece Today
After adopting the euro in 2001, the Greek economy boomed. EU subsidies flowed in for major
infrastructure projects, such as highways and high-speed rail. As host of the 2004 Summer
Olympics, Athens cleaned up its city and installed a new airport and Metro. But the worldwide
recession that started in 2008 hit Greece hard. Unprecedented bailouts from the EU and the
International Monetary Fund required Greece to institute severe economic reforms, sparking
massive protests. The recently elected center-right government has pledged to reenergize the
post-bailout economy. Ever suspect, Greeks remain cautiously optimistic, exercising a waitand-see approach to whether things will actually change.
Immigration is another hotly debated topic. People are divided over how the nation can and
should accommodate the thousands of economic and political refugees who arrive here.
Greeks also argue among themselves about the nation’s high military spending, the draft, and
excessive privileges for the Greek Orthodox church, the state religion.
Despite these issues, tourism has rebounded vigorously, with hotels filling to capacity.
Throughout the recent upheaval, most Greeks maintained a sunny outlook – and it appears that
their optimism was not misplaced. By no means is Greece out of the economic woods, but
things don’t seem as dire. And, considering that the Greek language and culture have survived
for more than two millennia – despite being conquered by Romans, Turks, and Nazis – there’s
good reason to feel confident that they’ll overcome the latest turmoil, too.
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